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Thomas Eakins and the Uses of History

2010-04-29

the first book length study to explore the philadelphia realist
artist s lifelong fascination with historical themes this
examination of eakins reveals that he envisioned his artistic legacy
in terms different from those by which twentieth century art
historians have typically defined his art

Thomas Eakins and the Cultures of
Modernity

2009-03-31

thomas eakins and the cultures of modernity is the first book to
situate philadelphia s greatest realist painter in relation to the
historical discourse of cultural difference in this study alan c
braddock reveals that modern anthropological perceptions of
culture which many art historians attribute to eakins did not
become current until after the artist s death in 1916 braddock
finds in the work of thomas eakins a lifelong engagement with
aesthetic and social currents that extended well beyond his native
city of philadelphia indicating the persistence of a worldly
sensibility long after he had concluded his formative studies in
europe during the 1860s braddock shows how eakins developed a
localized cosmopolitanism all his own based in philadelphia but
tapped into a global field of visual production jacket

Thomas Eakins and the Metropolitan Museum
of Art

1994
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berger s original readings provide altogether new and compelling
ways to understand some of eakins s most well known paintings
alexander nemerov stanford university this book is most
interesting berger rereads a number of eakins s paintings and makes
use of recent investigations about the meaning of manhood in the
nineteenth century man made casts much of eakins s life and work
into new light elizabeth johns author of thomas eakins the heroism
of modern life during the last decade martin berger has been the
most perceptive and sophisticated critic of masculinity in
nineteenth century american art with this book he consolidates
that analysis triumphantly and extends its implications first into
a consideration of all of eakins s oeuvre and then into related
discourses of sexuality domesticity and race man made has useful
things to say to scholars in all fields of american culture in
addition it now becomes the most interesting book on eakins since
elizabeth johns s groundbreaking work thomas eakins the heroism of
modern life first published nearly twenty years ago bruce
robertson university of california santa barbara

Man Made

2000

the author examines the ways in which artists and critics sought
to construct a new identity in american art during the gilded age

Thomas Eakins (1844-1916) and the Heart
of American Life

1993

a highly original and gripping account of the works of eakins and
crane that remarkable combination of close reading and close
viewing which fried uniquely commands is brought to bear on the
problematic nature of the making of images of texts and of the self
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in nineteenth century america svetlana alpers university of
california berkeley an extraordinary achievement of scholarship
and critical analysis it is a book distinguished not only for its
brilliance but for its courage its grace and wit its readiness to
test its arguments in tough minded ways and its capacity to meet
the challenge superbly this is a landmark in american cultural and
intellectual studies sacvan bercovitch harvard university

Thomas Eakins and the Swimming Picture

1996*

the young thomas eakins s most revealing letters published here for
the first time the most revealing and interesting writings of
american artist thomas eakins are the letters he sent to family and
friends while he was a student in paris between 1866 and 1870
this book presents all these letters in their entirety for the first
time in fact this is the first edition of eakins s correspondence from
the period edited and annotated by eakins authority william innes
homer this book provides a treasure trove of new information
revealing previously hidden facets of eakins s personality providing
a much richer picture of his artistic development and casting fresh
light on his debated psychosexual makeup the book is illustrated
with the small gemlike drawings eakins included in his
correspondence as well as photographs and paintings in these
letters eakins speaks openly and frankly about human relationships
male companionship marriage and women in vivid charming and
sometimes comic detail he describes his impressions of paris from the
training he received in the studio of jean l�on g�r�me to the
museums concerts and popular entertainments that captured his
imagination and he discusses with great insight contemporary
aesthetic and scientific theories as well as such unexpected
subjects as language structure musical composition and ice
skating technique also published here for the first time are the
letters and notebook eakins wrote in spain following his paris
sojourn this long overdue volume provides an indispensable
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portrait of a great american artist as a young man

Homer, Eakins, and Anshutz: The Search for
American Identity in the Gilded Age

2004

the american realist painter thomas eakins is now widely
acknowledged as one of the most important american artists
though during his lifetime he was a controversial figure whose
work received little recognition he worked exactingly from life
choosing as his subject the people of his hometown of philadelphia
he produced several hundred portraits usually of friends family
members or prominent people in the arts and sciences carrying the
tradition of nineteenth century realism to perhaps its highest
achievement his art was never compromised by the need to flatter
patrons or sitters and honesty was his only policy his work
served as an impetus for the burst of realism in american painting
during the early years of the twentieth century especially in the
work of george bellows and his circle delphi s masters of art series
presents the world s first digital e art books allowing readers to
explore the works of great artists in comprehensive detail this
volume presents eakins complete paintings with concise
introductions hundreds of high quality images and the usual delphi
bonus material version 1 the complete paintings of thomas eakins
over 750 images fully indexed and arranged in chronological and
alphabetical order includes reproductions of rare works features
a special highlights section with concise introductions to the
masterpieces giving valuable contextual information enlarged
detail images allowing you to explore eakins celebrated works in
detail as featured in traditional art books hundreds of images in
colour highly recommended for viewing on tablets and smartphones
or as a valuable reference tool on more conventional ereaders
special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the
paintings easily locate the artworks you wish to view includes
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eakins drawings and sculptures explore the artist s varied works
contents the highlights the champion single sculls 1871 the biglin
brothers turning the stake 1873 the gross clinic 1875 the chess
players 1876 the fairman rogers four in hand 1880 singing a
pathetic song 1881 arcadia 1883 swimming 1885 portrait of
walt whitman 1888 the agnew clinic 1889 portrait of miss amelia
van buren 1890 the concert singer 1892 portrait of maud cook
1895 salutat 1898 self portrait 1902 william rush and his
model 1908 the paintings the complete paintings alphabetical list
of paintings other artworks list of artworks

Thomas Eakins

1933

why did thomas eakins now considered the foremost american
painter of the nineteenth century make portraiture his main field in
an era when other major artists disdained such a choice with a rich
discussion of the cultural and vocational context of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries elizabeth johns answers
this question

Realism, Writing, Disfiguration

1987

the range of thomas eakins 1844 1916 work is dazzling handsome
sporting scenes sculling swimming baseball boxing dramatic
historical tableaux psychologically incisive portraits as well as
sculptures and scientifically astute experiments with
photography his influence as both artist and teacher permeates
american art history
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Thomas Eakins and the Swimming Picture

1996

beautifully written in an engaging style this book provides a new
perspective on turn of the century american culture that nuances
and complicates our vision of that historical moment i have no
doubt that it will become a classic text in american studies the
history of american art and the study of visual culture kathleen
pyne author of art and the higher life painting and evolutionary
thought in late nineteenth century america michael leja one of our
most original and acute historians of american art has written an
indispensable and lively study of what we might call the modern
anxiety of seeing he traces our inherently skeptical view of the
world back to the turn of the last century a golden age of
hucksters swindlers quacks humbugs rascals cheats and
confidence men and shows how artists as diverse as eakins and
duchamp fit into this new culture of suspicion leja s book breathes
fresh life into the period michael kimmelman bringing together the
strangest of bedfellows paintings by thomas eakins spirit
photographs william harnett s still lifes occult philosophies
duchamp readymades leja uncovers a deep culture of suspicion and
skepticism in america around 1900 as americans grappled with the
complexities of modern life seeing was not believing he argues in this
deeply researched and brilliantly provocative study wanda m corn
author of the great american thing modern art and national
identity 1915 1935

The Paris Letters of Thomas Eakins

2022-03-08

thomas eakins is recognized today as the strongest purely
realistic artist of late nineteenth and early twentieth century
america but in his lifetime he was the most neglected and
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misunderstood major painter of the period this is an illustrated
two volume discourse on the eakins work

Delphi Complete Works of Thomas Eakins
(Illustrated)

2023-04-29

taken from collections across the globe this book features
drawings paintings and photos of eakins s male nudes which
showcase the artist s immense and still influential skill in rendering
the male form 50 illustrations

The Thomas Eakins Collection

1978

thomas eakins is widely considered one of the great american
painters an artist whose uncompromising realism helped move
american art from the victorian era into the modern age he is also
acclaimed as a paragon of integrity one who stood up for his
artistic beliefs even when they brought him personal and
professional difficulty as when he was fired from the pennsylvania
academy of art for removing a model s loincloth in a drawing
class yet beneath the surface of eakins s pictures is a sense of
brooding unease and latent violence a discomfort voiced by one of
his sitters who said his portrait decapitated her in eakins revealed
art historian henry adams examines the dark side of eakins s life and
work in a startling new biography that will change our
understanding of this american icon based on close study of eakins
s work and new research in the bregler papers a major collection
never fully mined by scholars this volume shows eakins was not
merely uncompromising but harsh and brutal both in his personal
life and in his painting adams uncovers the bitter personal feuds and
family tragedies surrounding eakins his mother died insane and his
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niece committed suicide amid allegations that eakins had seduced her
and documents the artist s tendency toward psychological abuse
and sexual harassment of those around him this provocative book
not only unveils new facts about eakins s life more important it
makes sense for the first time of the enigmas of his work eakins
revealed promises to be a controversial biography that will
attract readers inside and outside the art world and fascinate
anyone concerned with the mystery of artistic genius

Thomas Eakins

1991-02-01

the life and work of thomas eakins 1844 1916 america s most
celebrated portrait painter have long generated heated
controversy in this fresh and deeply researched interpretation of
the artist amy werbel sets eakins in the context of philadelphia s
scientific medical and artistic communities of the 19th century and
considers his provocative behavior in the light of other well
publicized scandals of his era this illuminating perspective provides
a rich alternative account of eakins and casts entirely new light
on his renowned paintings eakins modern critics have described his
artistic motivations and beliefs as prurient and even pathological
werbel challenges these interpretations and suggests instead that
eakins is best understood as an artist and teacher devoted to an
exacting and profound study of the human body to equality for
women and men and to middle class meritocratic and quaker
philosophies

Thomas Eakins

1992

thomas eakins was misunderstood in life his brilliant work earned
little acclaim and hidden demons tortured and drove him yet the
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portraits he painted more than a century ago captivate us today
and he is now widely acclaimed as the finest portrait painter our
nation has ever produced this book recounts the artist s life in
fascinating detail drawing on a treasure trove of eakins family
correspondence and papers that have only recently been discovered
never before has thomas eakins s story been told with such drama
clarity and accuracy sidney kirkpatrick sets the painter s life and
art in the wider context of the changing world he devoted himself
to portraying and he also addresses the artist s private life the
contradictory impulses obsessions and possible psychological
illness that fired his work kirkpatrick underscores eakins s
unflinching integrity as an artist and discloses how his profound
appreciation of the beauty of the human form was both the source
of his greatness and ultimately of his undoing nevertheless the
author observes eakins has had his revenge inspiring a new
generation of realist painters and gaining the recognition that
eluded him in life

Looking Askance

2004

mcfeely sheds new light on painter thomas eakins genius and on the
evocativemelancholy of his portraits particularly of women
which include many of hisremarkable wife susan mcdowell eakins
those deeply perceptive paintings maybe the greatest expressions of
his art

Thomas Eakins

1982

eakins s strong commitment to the development of a uniquely
american art never wavered although his painting was influenced
and informed by his studies in paris and his admiration for velazquez
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and ribera he devoted his career to creating a penetrating series of
portraits of professional and artistic society in philadelphia

Thomas Eakins

1982

complemented by cultural and medical history interpretations this
fascinating volume revisits the gross clinic the masterpiece of one
of the preeminent american painters of the 19th century exploring
the history aesthetics and technique of this once controversial
painting original

Thomas Eakins (1844-1916) and the Heart
of American Life

1993

includes the decisions of the supreme courts of missouri arkansas
tennessee and texas and court of appeals of kentucky aug dec
1886 may aug 1892 court of appeals of texas aug 1892 feb
1893 jan feb 1928 courts of civil and criminal appeals of texas
apr june 1896 aug nov 1907 court of appeals of indian territory
may june 1927 jan feb 1928 courts of appeals of missouri and
commission of appeals of texas

Thomas Eakins

2002

eakins 1844 1916 is widely regarded as the greatest american
painter of the 19th century six of his finest paintings are
reproduced for this collection the champion single sculls 1871
swimming 1884 85 portrait of walt whitman 1887 88 the agnew
clinic 1889 the concert singer 1890 02 and self portrait 1902 6
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full color cards

Eakins Revealed

2005-05-01

examination of three works of 1880s portraiture the agnew clinic
by eakins the daughters of edward darley boit by sargent and the
portrait of a lady by henry james

Thomas Eakins (1844-1916) and the Heart
of American Life

1993

during thomas eakins s life time it was his controversial teaching
methods and not his splendid paintings that drew the most
attention today this extraordinary painter gifted sculptor and
innovative photographer is hailed as a master of realism in the
tradition of velazquez this lively portrait comes just in time for a
retrospective exhibition at the philadelphia museum of art

Thomas Eakins

2007-01-01

a wealth of research material has grown up around the collection
of works by thomas eakins 1844 1916 given to the philadelphia
museum of art in 1929 and 1930 over the years generous
contributions of eakins scholars nationwide have augmented the
material which has been reorganized and catalogued here complete
with 450 bibliographical entries it is the most definitive and up to
date guide to sources on this preeminent american artist also
included is a record of some 277 exhibitions during eakins lifetime
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The Revenge of Thomas Eakins

2006-03-28

Portrait

2007

THOMAS EAKINS

1993-11-17

An Eakins Masterpiece Restored

2012

The Southwestern Reporter

1896

The South Western Reporter

1893

Thomas Eakins

1942
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Writing about Eakins

1989

Thomas Eakins

1959

Eakins in Perspective

1962

The Thomas Eakins Collection

1978

Thomas Eakins

1992

Six Eakins Cards

2002-10-02

Eakins at Avondale and Thomas Eakins, a
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Personal Collection

1980

Act of Portrayal

1985

The Essential

2001-09-01

Guide to the Thomas Eakins Research
Collection with a Lifetime Exhibition Record
and Bibliography

1996
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